Building the future of
commercial underwriting

Richard Hartley, CEO,
Cytora

About Cytora
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Cytora transforms
underwriting using artiﬁcial
intelligence and billions of
data points

A changing landscape
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The future of underwriting:

1. Maximise productivity
2. Maximise risk diﬀerentiation
3. Maximise consistency

The Cytora API Platform uses AI
to capture and connect billions
of data points, delivering the
most comprehensive view of
businesses and properties
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Cytora API Platform

We provide the building blocks for insurers of all kinds to build digital
underwriting workﬂows that improve the accuracy, eﬃciency and
experience of underwriting.

Underwriting
workflow

Cytora APIs

Verify

Prioritise

Verify API

Prioritise API

“I use Cytora’s Verify API
to improve my pricing for
cedant submissions”

“I use Cytora Prioritise API to process
submissions faster and increase
underwriting capacity ”

Select

Quote

Select API

“I use Cytora’s Select API to launch new
SME insurance oﬀerings in the UK”
New greenﬁeld insurer

Incumbent Reinsurer

Incumbent Insurer

Bind

Existing policy
admin system

Cytora API Platform
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Our market leading customers are building their digital
underwriting workﬂows on top of our API Platform

“
Cytora is really helping us to transform the way we price and the way we underwrite
- David McMillan, Global COO, QBE
Cytora help us transform our product design, pricing, underwriting, claims and risk
engineering capabilities to the beneﬁt of our clients and brokers
- Vincent Branch, CEO, Innovate, AXA-XL
We’re focused on improving operational eﬃciency, user experience for our brokers and
clients - this partnership with Cytora helps us improve all three
- Ted Aerts, Head of P/C, MS Amlin
Cytora means we can come to better underwriting decisions, save operating expenses,
so we increase our margins
- Steve Blakey, CEO, CV Starr

”
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Cytora API Platform

The level of underwriting automation is
inverse to risk premium and complexity

SME, lower Mid-Market

Mid-Market

Large Commercial

● Large chunks of mid market are being surgically
automated
Fully
automated

● Intelligent allocation of risk to underwriting expense
is the way to drive proﬁtability

Automation

● Unlocked by a data advantage which enables the
risk to be assessed and priced prior to submission

Mostly
automated

● Underwriting expertise becomes polarised into
client relationships and deep judgement (where risk
complexity is high and data insuﬃcient)

Semi
automated

Risk premium

Cytora Impact
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Cytora supports customers across three key business objectives

Drive proﬁtable growth

Protect your existing book

Improve cost eﬃciency

Improve expected loss cost
accuracy by between 5 - 10%

Increase underwriting capacity by
30% using automation

Deliver quotes to target customers is
less than 40 seconds

USE CASE
Validate, correct and enrich
portfolios to improve the
accuracy of expected loss costs

USE CASE
Automatically classify and
prioritise submissions based on
appetite and proﬁtability

USE CASE
Launch direct-to-consumer
quotation platforms in new
segments and geographies

Protect your existing book

Leading Reinsurer uses Cytora Verify to improve
expected loss cost and bind rate

Customer Challenge
A leading P&C reinsurer approached Cytora wanting to reduce premium
leakage. Unhappy with the errors and omissions in cedant exposure
data, the reinsurer needed a solution that could correct and enrich the
data to help calculate accurate expected loss costs.

Products
Verify API (Reinsurance)

Line of Business

Business Objectives

Property Natural Catastrophe

● Reduce premium leakage

Users

● Set better bind rates

Underwriters and data analytics
teams

Use Case
Use Cytora’s Verify API for
reinsurance to validate, correct
and enrich cedant portfolios to
improve the accuracy of
expected loss cost estimates

Results
● Corrects expected loss cost by
~7% per cedant submission
● Enables improved bind rate
setting relative to portfolio
quality

Improve cost eﬃciency

P&C insurer uses Cytora Prioritise to
increase quote volume

Customer Challenge
A UK insurer contacted Cytora seeking to grow premium in mid-market
property and liability lines. With more than 50% of underwriter time
spent on data collection and administration the company wanted to free
up underwriting teams to work on winning the most attractive risks.

Products
Prioritise API

Line of Business

Business Objectives

Mid Market Property
& Liability Lines

● Enable premium growth within
existing appetite

Users

● Reduce expenses without
sacriﬁcing underwriting quality
or broker relationships

30 UK underwriters

Use Case
Use Cytora’s APIs to
automatically classify
submissions based on appetite
and proﬁtability and pass back
an underwriting recommendation

Results
● Automated reject decision
based on appetite misalignment
● 30% saving of underwriter time
enables increased quote volume

Drive proﬁtable growth

Global Insurer uses Cytora to build a
direct-to-SME quotation platform

Customer Challenge
A Global Insurer approached Cytora wanting to launch a new platform
for business owners buying SME insurance online. With no previous
underwriting history in the UK, the company needed a solution that
would enable them to launch and grow premium in a new geography.

Products
Select API

Line of Business
SME (Property and Casualty)
focused on professional services
with <20 employees

Business Objectives
● Grow premium in a new
geography with no previous
underwriting history

Use Case
Use Cytora APIs to build an SME
quote platform that allows
business owner customers to
easily buy insurance direct

Results
● Direct SME platform launched in
180 days

Users

● Business owners can buy
insurance direct in 60 seconds

Business owners buying SME
insurance online

● Zero referral rate

Demo:
Automated underwriting for SME
Deliver quotes to businesses in less than 60 seconds

info@cytora.com
www.cytora.com

